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Experiments were performed to study the production of broadband sound in confined pulsating jets
through orifices with a time-varying area. The goal was to better understand broadband sound
generation at the human glottis during voicing. The broadband component was extracted from
measured sound signals by the elimination of the periodic component through ensemble averaging.
Comparisons were made between the probability density functions of the broadband sound in
pulsating jets and of comparable stationary jets. The results indicate that the quasi-steady
approximation may be valid for the broadband component when the turbulence is well established
and the turbulence kinetic energy is comparatively large. A wavelet analysis of the broadband sound
showed that random sound production was modulated at the driving frequency. Two distinct sound
production peaks were observed during one cycle, presumably associated firstly with jet formation
and secondly with flow deceleration during orifice closing. Most high-frequency sound was
produced during the closing phase. Deviations from quasi-steady behavior were observed. As the
driving frequency increased, sound production during the opening phase was reduced, possibly due
to the shorter time available for turbulence to develop. These results may be useful for better quality
voice synthesis. © 2006 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.2195268�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Voice production involves sound radiation from pulsat-
ing jet flows through the glottis. Air flow from the lung
through the subglottal portion of the airway is modulated by
quasi-periodic oscillations of the vocal folds. The geometry
of the vocal folds varies over one oscillation cycle. The
shape of the glottis is in turn divergent, uniform, and conver-
gent. The flow within the glottis during phonation is gener-
ally laminar. Turbulence develops immediately downstream
the glottis, as a turbulent jet plume develops within the vocal
tract. Flow instabilities and large scale vortex shedding may
be present, especially when the orifice adopts a divergent
shape.

Various sound generating mechanisms contribute to
voice production �Zhang et al., 2002b�. The three major
sound sources are �1� a dipole source consisting of the net
unsteady force exerted by the vocal folds walls on the sur-
rounding fluid along the direction of sound propagation in
the vocal tract; �2� quadrupole sources due to the compo-
nents of the fluctuating Reynolds stresses along the direction
of sound propagation and associated with flow turbulence
within the jet downstream of the glottis in the vocal tract;
and �3� a possible monopole source due to flow displaced by
the vocal folds walls as they vibrate, characterized by vol-
ume changes of the tissue. The dipole source may be further
subdivided into two components: �1� a periodic component
caused by the flow pulsation through the glottis and �2� a
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random component caused by turbulent fluctuating pressures
acting on the superior vocal folds walls. The periodic com-
ponent of the dipole sound dominates the radiated sound
field and can be accurately modeled using the quasi-steady
approximation over most of the duty cycle �Zhang et al.,
2002b�. The random parts of the dipole sound and the quad-
rupole sound are random and broadband in nature, and are of
smaller amplitude. These components of the radiated sound,
however, dominate at high frequencies and contribute to
voice quality. In unvoiced sound production, these two com-
ponents constitute the dominant source of sound �Howe and
McGowan, 2005; Krane, 2005�. A better understanding of
this contribution could help develop better models for speech
synthesis and assist in the diagnosis of pathological voice
conditions.

The production of broadband sound from air flow
through the larynx has been sparsely investigated. In early
experiments, Meyer-Eppler �1953� identified a critical Rey-
nolds number below which there was no significant turbulent
sound generation, and postulated that the radiated sound
pressure increased from that point on with the square of the
Reynolds number. Sound production by turbulence in a rigid
pipe was investigated by Davies and Ffowcs Williams
�1968�, who found that the sound power from large-scale
turbulence scales with the sixth power of the jet centerline
velocity regardless of frequency. Sound power from small-
scale turbulence at low frequencies was found to increase
with the sixth power of the jet centerline velocity. At high
frequency �above the cut-on frequency of the first transverse
acoustic mode in the tube�, sound power was found to in-
crease with the eighth power of the jet velocity, consistent

with the well-known power scaling law of free subsonic jets.
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Recently, sound generation by stationary jet flows through
both circular and glottis-shaped fixed orifices in rigid-wall
tubes was investigated by Zhang et al. �2002a, 2004�. Sound
power scaling laws that were consistent with those of Davies
and Ffowcs Williams were established. The radiated sound
power was found to obey a U6A2 scaling law at frequencies
below the cut-on frequency of higher order acoustic modes
in the tubes, where U is the jet centerline velocity and A is
the orifice area. Both the quadrupole and dipole sources were
found to contribute to sound radiation to varying degrees,
depending on the orifice geometry.

Broadband sound radiation in pulsating jet flows has not
been studied in detail. The quasi-steady approximation,
which has been verified for the periodic component of the
voiced sound �Zhang et al., 2000b�, may not be valid for the
broadband sound component. Production of turbulence was
found to be affected by flow acceleration and deceleration
�Iguchi et al., 1990�. Dabiri and Gharib �2005� studied the
transient formation of a vortex ring in a starting flow through
nozzles with temporally variable exit diameters. They ob-
served many trends in the flow development for which in-
trinsically transient mechanisms must be considered. Sound
radiation from turbulent pulsating flows is expected to be
similarly affected by flow unsteadiness. The combined ef-
fects of area modulation and dynamic pressure drops on
broadband sound production by pulsating jets have not been
investigated before. This question is vital to achieve high-
fidelity voice synthesis. In the present study, efforts were
made to verify the quasi-steady approximation for the ran-
dom component of the sound radiated by confined pulsating
jets. The probability density function �PDF� of the broadband
sound radiated from the pulsating jets was compared to that
from comparable stationary jets. Wavelet analysis was used
to further investigate the time and frequency characteristics
of the broadband sound.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A schematic of the experimental facility is shown in Fig.
1. The apparatus was similar to that used in a previous study
�Zhang et al., 2002b�. A rubber orifice plate was installed
between two rectangular tubes. A generic orifice shape was
designed with dimensions similar to those of the human glot-
tis. Three orifice profiles �convergent, uniform, and diver-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of the experimental apparatus.
gent� were used �Fig. 2�, each an idealization of the profile of
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the glottis along a coronal plane mid-way through the vocal
folds during phonation. The rubber orifice plate was con-
nected to, and driven by, two electro-dynamic shakers to in-
duce oscillations. The shakers produced displacements suffi-
ciently large to achieve complete closure at frequencies up to
150 Hz. Anechoic terminations were connected to the rect-
angular test tubes both upstream and downstream to mini-
mize possible sound reflections. The design and performance
of the anechoic terminations were described in detail in
Zhang et al. �2002b�. To accurately measure the orifice area,
a photoelectric sensor and a light source were installed
within the tube walls on opposite sides of the orifice. The
photoelectric sensor signal was calibrated by establishing a
regression between the output signal of the sensor and the
area of the orifice for various shaker plunger positions mea-
sured using digital pictures and image processing software
�Zhang et al., 2002b�. The calibration was repeated before
and after the experiments and was verified to be stable dur-
ing the course of the experiments. The regression between
the light sensor output and the orifice area was used for sub-
sequent data processing.

Sound pressures were recorded at two positions located
symmetrically upstream and downstream of the orifice,
14 cm away from the orifice discharge plane. The time-
averaged volumetric flow rate and the time-averaged pres-
sure gradient across the orifice were measured. A HP356XA
data acquisition system was used for the sound pressure mea-
surements. The sampling rate was 32 768 Hz.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Extraction of the broadband sound component

To decompose the pressure signals into broadband and
periodic components, the broadband component was as-
sumed to be random with a zero mean value. The periodic
contributions were assumed to be related to the flow pulsa-
tion and deterministic. One hundred records of the sound
pressure time history at one fixed observation position were
recorded. Each record was 1 s long. A trigger signal was
used such that each record started at the same time during the
orifice oscillation cycle. The periodic component was ex-

FIG. 2. Coronal cross section of the three orifice passages: �a� convergent,
�b� uniform, and �c� divergent. The flow direction is from left �inferior� to
right �superior�. �d� Geometry of the glottis in the axial plane of minimum
constriction.
tracted through synchronous ensemble average. One hundred
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samples of the broadband sound component were then ob-
tained by subtracting the periodic component from each
original record.

In most of the pulsating flows investigated, the magni-
tude of the broadband component was much smaller than
that of the periodic component. Possible contamination by
background mechanical noise due to vibrations of the
electro-dynamic shakers was investigated. To evaluate the
relative importance of mechanical and aerodynamic noise,
the sound pressure associated with the operation of the shak-
ers was measured with the flow supply turned off, and with
the orifice either connected or disconnected from the shaker
plungers. The results are shown in Fig. 3. Also shown in the
figure is the broadband component of the sound obtained
using the ensemble-average method for a divergent orifice
and a mean pressure of 12 cm H2O. The broadband sound
signal was much greater in magnitude when flow was present
than when there was background noise �the signal-to-noise
ratio was about 20 for the case shown�, which confirmed that
the random component of the sound was mostly related to air
flow, and not to noise from the operation of the shakers.

B. Probability density function

For a random pressure signal of a finite time interval, T,
the probability density function �PDF� was estimated using

FIG. 3. Sound pressure versus time �a� with flow, periodic component re-
moved; �b� without flow and shaker running and connected to the orifice
plate; and �c� measured background noise, without flow, shaker running, but
disconnected from the orifice plate. Divergent orifice, �p0=12 cm H2O, f
=150 Hz.
�Bendat and Piersol, 1986�
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f�p� =
Tp��p�
T · �p

, �1�

where Tp is the total time for which the pressure signal lies
within a narrow pressure interval of width �p centered on p.
For comparisons between stationary and pulsating flows,
Gaussian distribution regressions of the broadband sound
PDFs were performed. The mean value and the standard de-
viation were estimated. The standard deviation indirectly
measures the broadband sound energy. A normalized differ-
ence factor was defined to quantify the agreement between
PDFs,

� =
��unsteady − �steady�

�steady
� 100 % , �2�

where �unsteady and �steady are the estimated standard devia-
tions of the broadband sound for pulsating and compa-
rable stationary flows, respectively.

C. Wavelet analysis

The turbulence-generated sound, periodically modulated
by the orifice oscillation, is nonstationary in nature and has
broad frequency content. Its characteristics in the frequency
and time domains were investigated using a wavelet analysis.
A wavelet transform produces a time-scale view of a signal,
contrasting with the time-frequency view typical of short-
time Fourier transforms. This suggests it might be an inter-
esting tool for the analysis of turbulence and turbulence-
produced sound, which involve various scales of fluid
motions. Wavelets are irregular and transient functions. The
mother wavelet is scaled so that it extends over various du-
rations, therefore spanning a flexible window with varying
resolution. Higher scales, corresponding to stretched wave-
lets of longer period and lower frequency, are suitable for the
analysis of coarser signal features. Small scales correspond
to short durations and they allow the analysis of fine signal
features. The wavelet function is shifted over time to analyze
local features of signals along the time axis.

The wavelet analysis in this study was performed using
the Matlab Wavelet Toolbox. Discrete wavelet decomposi-
tion with scales and time positions based on powers of 2 was
used. Signals were passed through two complementary filters
and decomposed into a detail and an approximation in the
time domain, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The two filters are de-
termined by the specified wavelet and act like a low-pass and

FIG. 4. Illustration of a seven-level discrete wavelet decomposition.
high-pass filter, respectively. The detail contains the small-
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scale high-frequency content of the signal, while the approxi-
mation contains larger scale low-frequency information. The
detail of level j, Dj, was calculated using �Mallat, 1998;
Misiti et al., 2005�:

Dj�t� = �
k

C�j,k�� j,k�t� , �3�

where C�j ,k� is the discrete wavelet coefficient and � j,k is
the scaled wavelet. These are defined as

C�j,k� = �
R

p�t�� j,k�t�dt, � j,k�t� =
1
�a

�	 t − b

a

 , �4�

a = 2 j, b = k2 j ,

where p�t� is the signal of interest. Scale orders and time
steps are denoted by indices j and k, respectively. The ap-
proximation of level J, AJ, contains the large-scale compo-
nent of the original signal:

AJ = �
j�J

Dj . �5�

The approximation was then passed through the next level
wavelet decomposition, using a wavelet of higher scale
which is suitable for the analysis of the coarser features left
in the approximation, and decomposed into a detail and a
higher level approximation. The newly obtained detail and
approximation contained again the high- and low-frequency
components of the approximation of the previous level, re-
spectively. This process was repeated until the details cap-
tured the entire frequency content of the signal under study
�Fig. 4�.

It should be noted that the two complementary filters
were low-pass and high pass filters in terms of scale rather
than frequency. Depending on the shape of the wavelet used,
various frequency ranges could pass though the low-pass and
high-pass filter. The frequency response of these filters can
be evaluated by calculating the power spectra of the details
and the approximations of white noise passing through the
discrete wavelet decomposition. One example is shown in
Fig. 5 for the Daubechies 1 �db1� wavelet �Daubechies,
1988�. A white noise of normal distribution with a zero mean
and unit standard deviation was used. As the scale increased,
the frequency of spectral peak values associated with each
detail decreased. The peak frequency values for the seven
details, in the order of increasing scale, and the seventh ap-
proximation were determined from Fig. 5 to be 14 576, 6184,
3072, 1504, 764, 368, 188, and 0 Hz, respectively. For each
detail or approximation, several frequency components were
included in addition to the main component of energy around
the peak frequency.

IV. RESULTS

A. Probability density functions

The probability density function of the broadband sound
was calculated for selected phase values over one cycle in
the case of pulsating flows. Additional measurements were
then made for stationary flows and fixed orifice, for values of

the orifice area and the transglottal pressure matching values
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recorded in the pulsating flow experiments for the selected
phase values over each cycle. Comparisons were made be-
tween the sound pressure PDFs of the pulsating flows at
specific times over one cycle and comparable stationary
flows with the same orifice area and transglottal pressure.

Figure 6 shows the results for the model with a uniform
orifice profile driven at 20 Hz. Comparisons were made at
six specific instants during one cycle �Figs. 6�a�–6�f��. These
correspond respectively to the beginning of the opening
stage �case a�, the middle of the opening stage �case b�, the
end of the opening stage �case c�, the beginning of the clos-
ing stage �case d�, the middle of the closing stage �case e�,
and the end of the closing stage �case f�. These instants are
labeled in the corresponding orifice area time history, shown
in Fig. 6�g�. The normalized difference factors, �, defined in
Eq. �2� are also shown in the figure for each case. Broadband
sound production in the pulsating flow case increased as the
orifice opened, reached a maximum when the orifice area
was nearly maximum, and decreased as the orifice closed.
This is qualitatively consistent with the scaling laws for the
sound power observed in Zhang et al. �2002a�, which states
that the sound power radiated from stationary jets increases
approximately with U6A2 at low frequencies, where U is the
jet centerline velocity and A is the orifice area.

The agreement between the PDFs in stationary and pul-

FIG. 5. Power spectra �dB� of the seven-level details and approximations for
a white noise input. �a� Seventh approximation; �b� seventh detail; �c� sixth
detail; �d� fifth detail; �e� fourth detail; �f� third detail; �g� second detail; and
�h� first detail.
sating flows evolves over one cycle. At the beginning of the
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duty cycle �time ta�, the agreement was poor. The PDF in
pulsating flows spanned a larger range of acoustic pressure
values �or a larger standard deviation� than that in stationary
flows, indicating stronger broadband sound production dur-
ing the opening phase in pulsating flows than in comparable
stationary flows. This suggests that the unsteady effects
played an important role in the broadband sound production
at that time. The unsteadiness of flow was generally greater
during the acceleration and deceleration stages than over the
middle of the cycle when the flow was apparently into a
quasi-stationary state. It is also possible that the effects of
persisting vortical structures from the previous cycle may not
have been completely dissipated before the beginning of a
new cycle, resulting in more broadband sound production
than that for a comparable stationary flow. The agreement
between the PDFs for stationary and pulsating flows im-
proved as the orifice area increased �at time tb�, after the flow

FIG. 6. Probability density function of acoustic pressure for straight orifice
driven at 20 Hz. Comparison between the probability density functions of
nonstationary and stationary jets was made at six different instants ��a�–�f��
during one orifice oscillation cycle as labeled in panel �g� �orifice area� and
panel �h� �transglottal pressure drop�.———stationary flow;– –pulsating
flow. The number in the upper right corner of panels �a�–�f� quantifies the
difference in PDF as defined by Eq. �2�.
was better established. The best agreement was obtained at
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time tc, at which the orifice opening was nearly maximum
and the turbulence energy was most probably nearly maxi-
mum. During the closing stage of the duty cycle, the agree-
ment was less good �at times td and te�. For time tf, near the
end of the cycle, the flow rate was small and the PDFs were
in poor agreement. Note that the broadband sound ampli-
tudes were almost always larger in pulsating flows than that
in comparable stationary flows.

Figures 7–9 show similar results for a divergent orifice
driven at 20, 100, and 200 Hz, respectively. Figure 10 shows
the results for a convergent orifice driven at 100 Hz. Similar
observations can be made for all these cases. The quasi-
steady approximation was only valid during part of the os-
cillation cycle. The agreement between the PDF for pulsating
and stationary flows was generally poor when the orifice area
was nil or small. The agreement improved as the orifice area

FIG. 7. Probability density function of acoustic pressure for divergent ori-
fice driven at 20 Hz. Comparison between the probability density functions
of nonstationary and stationary jets was made at seven different instants
��a�–�g�� during one orifice oscillation cycle as labeled in the orifice area
function �panel �h��.———stationary flow;– –pulsating flow. The number in
the upper right corner of panels �a�–�g� quantifies the difference in PDF as
defined by Eq. �2�.
increased, and the best agreement was generally obtained
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when the orifice opening was nearly maximum. Although not
as apparent as in Fig. 6, there was generally more broadband
sound production in pulsating flows than that in comparable
stationary flows during acceleration and deceleration, indi-
cating the important role played by the flow unsteadiness.

The centerline jet velocity was almost constant over the
duty cycle, except in the early phases of jet development and
quenching �Mongeau et al., 1997; Zhang, 2002�. An increase
in frequency increases the excitation Strouhal number and,
therefore, in theory, the possible influence of unsteady ef-
fects. However, no significant and consistent influence of the
driving frequency on the agreement between the PDFs of
pulsating and comparable stationary flows �Figs. 7–9� was
observed in the experiments. This may be because the driv-
ing frequency was not high enough to have a significant
effect on the development of large-scale turbulence, which
contributes the most to the total broadband sound. The driv-

FIG. 8. Probability density function of acoustic pressure for divergent ori-
fice driven at 100 Hz. Comparison between the probability density functions
of nonstationary and stationary jets was made at seven different instants
��a�–�g�� during one orifice oscillation cycle as labeled in the orifice area
function �panel �h��.———stationary flow;– –pulsating flow. The number in
the upper right corner of panels �a�–�g� quantifies the difference in PDF as
defined by Eq. �2�.
ing frequency is also expected to have an impact on small-
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scale turbulent structures and their contribution to the broad-
band sound production, as discussed further in the next
section.

The large fluctuations in the PDF for the pulsating jets
were partially due to the limited number of averages. An-
other potential source of errors was a small drift in the orifice
area history over time due to slight relaxation of the rubber
orifice plates, which may have caused variability during the
experiments. In particular, slight changes in duty cycle and
collision times between the two vocal folds could have made
the flow and the sound radiation vary slightly from cycle to
cycle. This would lead to errors in the ensemble-averaging
process. Evidence of this type of error is apparent in Fig.
8�f�, in which a periodic component was present in the sound
signals. This points out at the possibility that the periodic
component may not have been completely removed in that

FIG. 9. Probability density function of acoustic pressure for divergent ori-
fice driven at 200 Hz. Comparison between the probability density functions
of nonstationary and stationary jets was made at seven different instants
��a�–�g�� during one orifice oscillation cycle as labeled in the orifice area
function �panel �h��.———stationary flow;– –pulsating flow. The number in
the upper right corner of panels �a�–�g� quantifies the difference in PDF as
defined by Eq. �2�.
particular case.
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B. Wavelet analysis

Broadband sound produced by turbulence includes con-
tributions from turbulent structures of varying length and
time scales, each corresponding to a characteristic frequency
distinct from that of the periodic component. Sound produc-
tion by turbulent structures of different scales during one
oscillation cycle was investigated using wavelet analysis.
The Daubechies 1 wavelet, which resembles a step function,
was used in this study. A seven-level discrete wavelet trans-
form was applied to each broadband sound record. The re-
sulting details and approximations were then ensemble aver-
aged on an energy basis to obtain mean values.

Figure 11 shows the wavelet coefficients for the broad-
band component of the sound obtained for a uniform orifice
driven at 20 Hz, with �p=12 cm H2O. The details of each
level and the approximation at the seventh level are shown.
Also shown is the orifice area �Fig. 11�i��. No corrections

FIG. 10. Probability density function of acoustic pressure for convergent
orifice driven at 100 Hz. Comparison between the probability density func-
tions of nonstationary and stationary jets was made at seven different in-
stants ��a�–�g�� during one orifice oscillation cycle as labeled in the orifice
area function �panel �h��.———stationary flow;– –pulsating flow. The num-
ber in the upper right corner of panels �a�–�g� quantifies the difference in
PDF as defined by Eq. �2�.
were made to account for time delays due to either flow
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convection or sound propagation and reflection. The ampli-
tude of each detail and approximation measured the sound
energy at each scale and time value. Significant sound energy
was present at very large scales or low frequencies �the sev-
enth approximation�. This is consistent with the high sound
level at low frequencies in the stationary jets sound spectra
and was attributed to local turbulent pressure fluctuations
over the microphones �Zhang et al., 2002a�. The turbulent
sound energy decreased monotonically with the nominal fre-
quency. The wavelet coefficients at all levels featured a
modulating envelope which had the same frequency as the
orifice oscillation. During one cycle, sound energy was sig-
nificant only over the part of the cycle at which the orifice
area was nearly maximum. A threshold value existed in the
orifice area below which sound radiation was negligible. In
pulsating jet flows, the turbulence-generated sound is equal
to the rate of change in the axial kinetic energy in the source
region �Zhao et al., 2001�. Thus, the total axial kinetic en-
ergy change in the source region due to the flow pulsation
acts as a low-frequency quadrupole source, which may give
rise to the modulation at the driving frequency shown in Fig.
11.

For intermediate scales, the wavelet coefficients culmi-
nated twice over each cycle, shortly before and after the
instant of maximum orifice area. The first peak appeared to

FIG. 11. Wavelet decomposition of the broadband sound generated by pul-
sating confined jets through straight orifice driven at 20 Hz. �a� Seventh
approximation; �b� seventh detail; �c� sixth detail; �d� fifth detail; �e� fourth
detail; �f� third detail; �g� second detail; �h� first detail, and �i� orifice area
function in arbitrary unit.
be associated with the developing part of the jet. The second
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peak was associated with the quenching of the flow during
orifice closing. Asymmetric behavior about the instant of the
maximum orifice opening was observed, especially at small
scales or high frequencies. The second peak was slightly
delayed in time, and its amplitude was slightly larger than
that of the first peak. For small-scale �high-frequency� com-
ponents �e.g., the first detail in this case, Fig. 11�h��, the first
peak was smaller in amplitude than that for the larger scales,
indicating lower high-frequency sound production compared
with the mid-frequency components during the opening stage
�or the jet formation stage�. This may indicate that the small-
scale flow structures need more time to develop than the
underlying large scale flow.

Figure 12 shows the wavelet decomposition for the case
of a divergent orifice driven at 20 Hz. The orifice displace-
ment was very small, and thus the orifice was open during
the entire cycle. The details again show a modulation at the
driving frequency. The two peaks are still discernable, al-
though not so clearly. Also shown in the figure �Fig. 12�j�� is
the sound power scaling law U6A2 developed in Zhang
et al. �2002a� for low frequencies. This scaling law, describ-
ing the sound power produced in stationary flow, would yield
a first approximation of the sound power produced over one

FIG. 12. Wavelet decomposition of the broadband sound generated by pul-
sating confined jets through divergent orifice driven at 20 Hz. �a� Seventh
approximation; �b� seventh detail; �c� sixth detail; �d� fifth detail; �e� fourth
detail; �f� third detail; �g� second detail; �h� first detail; �i� orifice area func-
tion in mm2; and �j� U6A2.
cycle in pulsating flows. Neither the scaling law nor the ori-
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fice area history was in good agreement with the wavelet
details, indicating again that the broadband sound generation
process may not be perfectly quasi-steady. However, the
U6A2 scaling law was generally in better agreement with the
wavelet details than with the orifice area. Considering the
non-quasi-steady behavior discussed in the previous section,
the peaks in the U6A2 scaling law coincided approximately
with the peaks in the details of the wavelet decomposition.
This is particularly true for the high level of details �compare
Fig. 12�b� with 12�j��. The high level of detail corresponds to
the dominant contributions from large-scale turbulence and
appears to be a good indicator of sound power.

The experiments were repeated at higher frequencies,
more typical of voice production. Figures 13 and 14 show
the wavelet decomposition for a divergent orifice driven at
100 and 200 Hz, respectively. Figure 15 shows the wavelet
decomposition for a convergent orifice driven at 100 Hz. The
low-frequency modulation was present for all cases, except
in the high level of detail for the case of the divergent orifice
driven at 100 Hz. As discussed earlier, the periodic compo-
nent may not be completely removed by the ensemble-
averaging process for this case. The wavelet details showed
two peaks over one cycle for intermediate scales. The first

FIG. 13. Wavelet decomposition of the broadband sound generated by pul-
sating confined jets through divergent orifice driven at 100 Hz. �a� seventh
approximation; �b� seventh detail; �c� sixth detail; �d� fifth detail; �e� fourth
detail; �f� third detail; �g� second detail; �h� first detail; �i� orifice area func-
tion in mm2; and �j� U6A2.
peak, within the opening stage, gradually disappeared as the
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frequency increased. The general shape of the wavelet details
matched the scaling law U6A2 better than the orifice area
function.

For the same level of details, the first peak was less
apparent as the driving frequency was increased. This indi-
cates that at frequencies typical of voice production, the tur-
bulent field, especially the fine-scale structures, may not
have enough time to fully establish itself. Most of the turbu-
lence sound at high frequencies was produced during the
orifice closing stage. No jet tones were observed for jet flows
through a divergent orifice, in contrast to that observed in the
case of stationary jets �Zhang et al., 2004�. Those feedback
mechanisms responsible for the jet tones may not have
enough time to lock in for pulsating flows �Pelorson et al.,
1994�.

Note that for the case of the divergent orifice and
200 Hz, the details were slightly ahead of the orifice area
function in shape. This misalignment was probably due to
delays associated with acoustic propagation and flow con-
vection, which were not accounted for and may be important
at high driving frequencies.

The analysis above has been repeated using other wave-
let functions. Although details differ, qualitatively similar re-

FIG. 14. Wavelet decomposition of the broadband sound generated by pul-
sating confined jets through divergent orifice driven at 200 Hz. �a� seventh
approximation; �b� seventh detail; �c� sixth detail; �d� fifth detail; �e� fourth
detail; �f� third detail; �g� second detail; �h� first detail; �i� orifice area func-
tion in mm2; and �j� U6A2.
sults were obtained. It is possible that some wavelets are
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more appropriate than others in this particular application.
However, this is beyond the scope of this study and was not
investigated further.

V. DISCUSSION

A major difference between the mechanical model and
human phonation is that the motion of the vocal fold model
in this study was imposed independently of the flow field and
the acoustical environment, rather than induced by the glottal
flow as in the case of human phonation. The deformation
amplitude of the rubber vocal fold model was limited. The
fluid-structure interactions within the human glottis were
therefore not reproduced in the driven physical model. Such
interaction may help to smooth the glottis motion, especially
during orifice opening and closing, therefore reducing flow
unsteadiness. The flow in real speech may not be as unsteady
as it is in the mechanical model. This issue will be further
investigated using more realistic vocal fold models.

Complete orifice closure was not always achieved in the
experiments. Incomplete closure of the orifice implies that
there is always a mean flow through the orifice. The possible
effects of a nonzero mean flow on the broadband sound pro-
duction and the validity of the quasi-steady approximation

FIG. 15. Wavelet decomposition of the broadband sound generated by pul-
sating confined jets through convergent orifice driven at 100 Hz. �a� seventh
approximation; �b� seventh detail; �c� sixth detail; �d� fifth detail; �e� fourth
detail; �f� third detail; �g� second detail; �h� first detail; �i� orifice area func-
tion in mm2; and �j� U6A2.
were not investigated in this study. The presence of a mean
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flow might increase the radiated broadband sound energy
during the initial opening and final closing stages, due to the
persisting turbulent structures downstream in the vocal tract
through the entire oscillating cycle, as compared to the case
of total orifice closure. Small-scale turbulence would likely
have more time to develop when a mean flow is present,
leading to more sound production at high frequencies. How-
ever, this effect may be counteracted by the reduced flow
unsteadiness due to the reduced orifice vibration amplitude,
other experimental parameters remaining unchanged. This is
particularly true in the initial opening and final closing
stages, during which the flow unsteadiness boosts the broad-
band sound production as shown in this study. On the other
hand, reduced flow unsteadiness implies that the quasi-
steady models should better predict the broadband sound
production than in the case of complete orifice closure. In the
extreme case, when the oscillation amplitude is very small
�e.g., in a falsettolike vibration�, the flow is expected to be
predicted well by using the quasi-steady approximation.

Although deviations from the quasi-steady approxima-
tion were observed in the broadband sound production, the
scaling law for sound power �U6A2� developed in previous
stationary flow studies qualitatively predicted the unsteady
broadband sound production during one oscillation cycle.
This scaling law for the sound power and the scaling law for
the source spectral function �Zhang et al., 2002a� may be
used for noise modeling in high-quality synthesis of normal
and pathological voices. To implement the broadband sound
component, each glottal oscillation cycle may be subdivided
into short-duration time segments. A typical velocity and di-
ameter may then be assigned to each time segment, with
their values determined from the harmonic source �either a
prescribed pulse train or derived from speech signals using
inverse filtering� during the corresponding time segment.
Spectral filters can then be designed from the typical veloc-
ity, diameter, and the appropriate spectral similarity law de-
veloped in Zhang et al. �2002a�. For each time segment, a
random white noise of longer duration is passed through the
corresponding spectral filter and a constituent broadband
sound is generated. The final broadband sound is obtained by
assembling these short segments of the constituent broad-
band sounds, properly scaled, in sequence. The unsteady ef-
fects �deviations from the quasi-steady approximation� can
be accounted for by introducing a scaling factor for each
time segment. The resulting broadband sound could then be
superimposed onto the periodic sound component. Others
models such as the Meyer-Eppler model could be also imple-
mented. Comparisons between the qualities of the resulting
voice output from these two models as well as original
speech signals may be used to evaluate the effectiveness of
the developed sound power and spectral similarity laws.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Experiments were performed to study the characteristics
of broadband sound generation by confined pulsating jets.
The broadband sound component was isolated from mea-
sured sound signals by the method of ensemble averaging.

The probability density function �PDF� of the broadband
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sound was calculated and compared to that of the sound ra-
diated from a stationary jet flow with the same orifice area
for the same flow boundary conditions. A good agreement
was obtained between the PDF of the pulsating jets and the
stationary jets at instants during one cycle when the orifice
area was close to its maximum value. Discrepancies between
the PDFs at the initial and ending stages of the orifice oscil-
lating cycle were observed due to flow acceleration and de-
celeration. This indicates that the quasi-steady approximation
may be valid for the broadband component when the turbu-
lence is well established and the turbulence energy is com-
paratively large.

A wavelet analysis �seven-level discrete wavelet trans-
form using the Daubechies 1 wavelet� of the broadband
sound showed that random sound production was modulated
at the driving frequency. Although deviations from quasi-
steady approximation were observed, the scaling law for
sound power developed in previous studies matched qualita-
tively the general shape of the sound production by the large-
scale turbulence during one orifice cycle. Dual peaks in the
wavelet coefficients were observed during one cycle for the
orifice area near its maximum value. The first peak was most
likely associated with jet formation, while the second was
associated with flow deceleration during orifice closing. The
first peak became less apparent at high frequency, suggesting
that there was very little small-scale or high-frequency sound
production during the opening phase. Increased driving fre-
quency was found to have more impact on sound from small-
scale turbulence than that from large-scale components. As
the driving frequency increased, sound production during the
opening stage was also reduced due to the shorter time avail-
able for turbulence to develop.
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